
Name:____________________________________________
Fundamentals of Earth Science: Week 26 HOMEWORK CHECKLIST

5th & 6th Grades
Due on April 20th

_____  (1 point) Read Lesson 26: Our Tilt-a-Whirl Planet Earth!
The reading lesson was handed out in class and should be in your binder.  As you carefully 

read, neatly highlight or underline the main points in the lesson. This is a study skill that will help you 
connect with what you are reading and help you to retain the information.

____   (5 points) Videos for Reinforcement and Review: Time and Seasons
	 A Day on Earth (StudyJams): https://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/science/
solar-system/day-on-earth.htm

	 Earth’s Rotation & Revolution (CrashCourseKids): https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=l64YwNl1wr0

	 Seasons & the Sun (Crash Course): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b25g4nZTHvM

	 The Longest Day of the Year-The Solstice! (SciShowKids): https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=SVzkVsWQBR8

	 Happy Equinox! (SciShowKids): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSs8K_HQSZ4


_____  (2 points) Add to Your Class Notes, pages 154 & 155
While reading the lesson and watching the above videos, add to the notes that we started in 

class on pages 154-155.  Add sketches, labels, key words or phrases to increase your understanding.

_____  (1 points) Teach What You’ve Learned
After reading the lesson and watching the above videos, teach what you’ve learned to a parent, 

grandparent, sibling, or friend.  Using the “earth-on-a-stick model given to you in class, demonstrate 
what you have learned about rotation, revolution, tilt, axis, time, and seasons. 

Who did you teach? ____________________________________________________

____   (5 points) SHARE Science Astronaut Training Program—Work Like An Astronaut Badge
READ and follow the instructions on the lab sheet on page 152 of your lab notebook. Lab 

supplies were given in class in a brown paper sack.

_____  (1 point) Space Party Presentation Day—Work on your Presentations
I will send you an email by Thursday approving one of your topic choices. Guidelines will be 

posted on the class webpage along with a grading rubric so you know how to prepare.  Presentations 
will be given in class on May 4th.  This is a part of your final grade so don’t wait until the last minute!

_____  (1 point) Start Studying for Your Astronomy Unit Test
For this week make sure you are very familiar with the solar system map on page 124 of your 

lab notebook. Be able to identify the different areas in the solar system and the order of the planets.
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_____  (4 points) Astronomer Hall of Fame
Although there are many other astronomers that deserve a spot in the astronomer hall of fame, 

we will focus on just four for this course. Add the following facts to the Astronomer Hall of Fame pages 
134-137 of your lab notebook. 

_____ for Johannes Kepler, on page 135 of lab notebook
• wrote in a secret code to his wife about his discoveries on elliptical orbits because they 

were afraid of persecution from religious leaders 

_____ for Galileo Galilei, on page 136 of lab notebook
• discovered the rings of Saturn and the four moons of Jupiter which is why they are 

called the Galilean moons
• studied the works of Copernicus and Kepler and along with his own observations 

believed and defended the idea that the sun is the center of our solar system and not the earth
• refused to back down from this belief and was charged with heresy by the Roman 

Catholic Church’s Inquisition and put under house arrest until his death in 1642
(An optional video on Galileo’s fight for heliocentrism is listed on the class webpage)

_____  (REMINDER) Observing the Stars in April: Stargazers Journal (For a Grade-end of April)
Remember to work on your star gazers journal on pages 144 and 145 of your lab notebook for 

the month of April. Fifth graders need to have 6 observations and sixth graders need to have 8 
observations over the course of the month. Refer to Week 24 Homework Checklist for instructions.  Do 
not wait until the last minute to do this project!  The weather may not cooperate with you if you wait 
until the last week to start! 

_____  (Extra Credit Opportunity) How the Sun Tells Time—Make a Sundial
For five points extra credit on your homework checklist points, watch the two videos and follow 

the instructions in the second video for making a simple sundial.  Bring in your sundial drawing or text a 
picture to receive the points.

Following the Sun (CrashCourseKids): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1SN1BOpLZAs
Sundials-Basics and DIY: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5cl1GYpo1ZI

Parent Signature: ___________________________________________________________________

Homework Completion Grade  _______/20 points
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